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There’s blood on the dress that hangs in the Air-
stream trailer outside 29 palms. With the pistol in 
her sweat palm touching at his temple. Tell me what 
god’s gonna do for me and you now Stevie’s say-
ing while Brother John Baptiste looks there across 
to where her cat seems weak and fed. All the good 
that comes to me from my believing man, I wanna 
hear about it said to me like that. Just the way you 
breathed it like you did 10 minutes ago when I was 
wrapped so well around your head. Silence then. 
A baby screams his mother out in the dessert night 
who wakes so late. Orion is a belt John Baptiste 
looks at through the torn-screen trailer window. 

There, touching his calf are vipers crawl-
ing now across her feet between his knees in 
front of her he kneeling for his life and they 
are full of venom with their broken fangs.

A gun at head, where even his breath, so short, 
is preaching. He’s in a wheat field. John Baptiste. 
Counting birds on telephone wires hung low in af-
ternoon where his mother’s call cannot now reach 
him. There she stands a weeping willow with the 
sidewinder underneath the trailer step a drop of 
blood upon her ankle with the bullet through its head.

A scar follows sweat palm to wrist. Torn Stevie. 
Scars from the weapon to her toes an accidental 
act of God her father said. On Vaness at Califor-
nia 16 years ago but who’s counting 6 bullets for 
the barrel wait beside the temple. The long white 
shaft of tissue hemmed together gods tattoo 
along her ribs, hip to breast. She wants to fuck the 
preacher in her trailer with his bible on the alter 
front row Stevie asks forgiveness holy father from 
the car that shook her bones apart. John Baptiste 
asks to pray before she leads his temple head. 

For twenty minutes darkness hides the accidents 
in trailer shade her childish screams a preacher 
underneath her shimmer blue bled dress. The 
prayers he said beside the bed with mother for rel-
atives with tumors, brand new bicycles, and rain. 
Stevie takes the whisky in her mouth to wash him 
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out the sidewinder skids across her wounded foot of 
scars. John Baptiste asks the Lord to heal her in the new 
day that is breaking mouth of whisky spits it laughing fa-
ther forgive the trigger finger for the viper he gives thanks.

And takes the barrel toward his lips through mumbling sup-
plication kiss it Brother Stevie offers, please, but doesn’t 
wait him there. Copper penny Sunday School upon the 
tongue. And closed his eyes. A blur of her and mother. Other 
bodies. Women, gently crushing spirits. Prayers. His han 
under her weight in grams. The fingernail fang and fucks it. 

So slid the pull of metal out. As god can answer. And into 
her mouth then. Settles. And wet the metal. He touches her, 
his finger. Viper like. And fuck it sore. Believers. Repentant 
whore forgiven preacher leaving town in that old ragtop down 
and left a rag dress bleeding in the Airstream soft, again.



If  the whisky dance 

he asks her to is far 

enough away. Go. 

There is no music 

there. If  they are 

high enough to hear, 

everything gets still 

as broken glass. 

And the car, it’s like 

it drove itself  out. 

So quiet as Stevie 

passed the bottle 

off  and everything 

begins to fade. He 

says that they are far 

enough away now, 

yeah? And it’s just 

the way it was. The 

light like this. An 

old guitar. Like no 

stranger was saying 

how far you  could 

not go. Look there. 

We could park the 

Cadillac out behind 

that shed where no-

body can see. We’ll 

play stupid games, 

and it gets hazy 

now ‘til nobody 

can recall if  Stevie 

ever meant to stay 

as beautiful as then.



Whisky and Water

The preacher, John Baptise and Stevie 
stand 
in the Airstream trailer: she at the 
sink, 
drinking 

whisky. He stringing his guitar on the 
bed.

John Baptiste
Do you think the whisky helps?

Stevie
I don’t think about the whisky.

John Baptiste
You just need it.

Stevie
What do you need brother baptiste?

John Baptiste
Mostly water.

Stevie
So you can put the people under it. Drown 
them in the water so they’re new and 
clean. 
Yeah. Just a  little waters all you need 
man.

John Baptiste
I could hold you under.

Stevie
You are.

John Baptiste
You could die there.

Stevie
Maybe I want to.

John Baptiste
Maybe you just want to live really bad.

Stevie
Maybe you should save your fucking self 
instead of everybody else.

John Baptiste
That’s how I save myself.

Stevie
And I drink whisky.



Reality With The Tequila by Jammes Scarborough

Stefanie Schneider assumes that our experience of lived reality (buying groceries, having a rela-
tionship with someone, driving a car) does not correspond to the actual nature of lived reality itself, 
that what we think of as reality is more like a margarita without the tequila. Stefanie Schneider’s 
reality is reality with the tequila. She does not abolish concepts that orient us, cause and effect, 
time, plot, and story line, she just plays with them. She invites us to play with them, too. She of-
fers us a hybrid reality, more amorphous than that with a conventional subject, verb, and predi-
cate. Open-ended, this hybrid reality does not resolve itself. It frustrates anyone with pedestrian 
expectations but once we inebriate those expectations away, her work exhilarates us and even 
the hangover is good.  An exploration of how she undermines our expectation of what we as-
sume to be our lived reality, the reasons why she undermines our expectations, and the end-re-
sult, will show how she bursts open our apparatus of perception and acknowledges life’s fluidity, 
its density, its complexity. Its beauty. She undermines expectations of our experience of reality 
with odd, otherworldly images and with startling and unexpected compressions and expansions 
of time and narrative sequence. The landscape seems familiar enough. But they’re not familiar. 

That Stefanie Schneider thwarts an easy reading is obvious but why does she do this? Since 
she will not countenance anything linear, logical, or sequential, and because she does not rel-
ish anything concrete and specific, she has to roil things up a bit. Nor does she seem comfort-
able with a book of images that is settled, discrete, and accountable. Instead she wants to create 
a panoply of anxious moments that refuse to settle down into any predetermined reading. She 
seeks assemble the elements, establish a provisional cosmology and then let each of us bring 
our own life experiences to bear on the enterprise. She unravels the paucity of a universe com-
promised by a matrix of either/ or and replaces it with a kaleidoscopic neither/ both cornucopia.

No fan of Descartes, she does not adhere to anything predicated on cogito ergo sum. No, the 
chance to present a universe of limitless iterations and utterances, open-ended, casualty-thwarting, 

intrigues her. She broaches a Heraclitan world: she shows that attempts to master, manage, 
and hoard time prove to be as elusive as a blind man trying to grab a salmon barehanded from a 
cold mountain stream. Even within the clear cut parameters of the Old West universe onto which 
she gloms, she shows that time is a bandit, that it is a mirage, that it is as unpredictable as it is 
indefinable and infinite. She coaxes us, scene by scene a slow-motion, out-of-sequence film clip, 
to agree with her that a running moat of lived reality easily overwhelms a castle of rationality. 

Stefanie Schneider does not mount a demolition effort much less a deconstruction one. Rath-
er, she dismantles our expectations and sets about rebuilding not things but their connections 
anew. She is the mistress of the synapses. Indeed all these annoying ambiguities and irritating 
ambiances set the stage for a very particular certainty, one kernel of truth amidst these 
skewed and open-ended fields of inquiry. What connects all these images, in whatever order 
they might be presented, is what I call an Augenblick, the mental distance between each page 
in whose expanse occurs the processing of shards of lived experience between these blinks of 
an eye. During these innumerous Augenblicke, we take whatever shifts and turns that Stefanie 
Schneider throws at us, recalibrate our bearings, and then move on, at least until the next 
inevitable obstruction. 

Irritating (and enlightening) as these shots may be, they’re nothing new. Rilke writes that, instead 
of trying to understand the quiddities of things, we should just be joyous at their mystery, just as-
sume that they’re written in a lovely script that neither you nor anyone else can ever understand. 
Keats writes about being “awake forever in a sweet unrest,” although he’s talking about love. 
Stefanie Schneider makes us work for this idea of an Augenblick, but the result is worth it. The 
scenes and their sequencing dazzle us in a Borgesian Hall of Mirrors. Stefanie Schneider shows 
us that reality is anything but linear and user-friendly, but once one becomes accustomed to her 
enhanced dimension of space and time, we see the world in all its multifarious beauty and rapture. 




